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hi, i need to make sure my embroidery design can be read by my embroidery machine. does anyone
know what format my design needs to be in to make sure the embroidery machine will read it? my
design is currently.exr and i need it in.dst or.eps or something else. im just beginning embroidery

and i have an embroidery machine that i would like to use. however, it only reads xxx files. is there
another format that it will read. i have lots of multi format patterns, but none of them have xxx files.
is that format compatible with art, dst, exp, hus, jef, pes, vip, or vp3 at all. or is this a machine that
will be a shelf ornament i want to export a custom design using the stitched screen rather than the

hard copy format. i am using windows 7 64 bit and i have a brother embroidery machine. the
software i have downloaded does not have an option for exporting to the stitched screen. if anyone

has any knowledge of the software you have that would be helpful. i searched all over for this
information but found nothing. i have an embroidery machine that will only read xxx files. is there

another format that it will read. i have lots of multi format patterns, but none of them have xxx files.
is that format compatible with art, dst, exp, hus, jef, pes, vip, or vp3 at all. or is this a machine that
will be a shelf ornament hello, i am just beginning to use embroidery in my quilting. i have an older
singer legacy that was given to me. however, it only reads xxx files. is there another fomat that it

will read. i have lots of multi format patterns, but none of them have xxx files. is that format
compatible with art, dst, exp, hus, jef, pes, vip, or vp3 at all. or is this a machine that will be a shelf

ornament
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b..hjes format. this format will work on all models of brother-brand machines. if you are interested in
converting to this format, i would recommend using hjes software. it is very easy to use and will

allow you to convert your files to this format and it is free! i would suggest that if you are an
embroidery designer or if you do work with embroidery designers, that you convert your files into
the.pes format. if your design software is brother-based, then you should use the hjes software.

when in doubt, stick with the tried and true and use the pes file format that bernina usa has been
using for years. all of the embroidery software's manufacturers and embroidery machine brands

recognize pes and are compatible with it. it also has the added advantage of being able to be viewed
in all types of embroidery machines. with pes files, you can use any needle, bobbin, or spool size for
the project. this can be very helpful when trying to get a feel for what your stitching looks like on a
real machine. (i would only recommend using pes for projects that are less than 5-6" wide) now, the

bernina artlink 7 embroidery software is a powerful tool that helps demanding embroiderers visualize
and design their projects. the preview features let you judge the effect of your color combinations

with confidence, before you stitch out your project. thread-color changes are quick and easy thanks
to the built-in charts, and the embroidery software helps you select the right thread by clearly

displaying the thread palettes of a number of major manufacturers. you can rest assured that your
results will be identical to the preview, with the embroidery software ensuring the perfect match of

design and execution. 5ec8ef588b
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